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Abstract

Interest in acquiring and viewing natural scenes in full 360-
degree immersion has led to the development of camera rigs
which capture images for 360-degree stereo rendering. Most
such platforms capture a scene for viewing from a single van-
tagepoint and do not incorporate motion parallax. Methods for
scene acquisition which do support motion parallax, such as
concentric mosaics or free viewpoint rendering, can be compli-
cated to implement or result in a large data format that is dif-
ficult to compress or stream. We demonstrate motion parallax
rendering using data acquired from the Facebook Surround-
360 camera rig and depth-augmented stereo panoramas. Ren-
dered views demonstrate motion parallax for horizontal head
motion within a range of 24 cm. We also demonstrate real-time
rendering of head-motion parallax from a synthetically gener-
ated depth-augmented stereo panorama.

1. Introduction

Growing interest in virtual reality has led to the develop-
ment of camera rigs and smaller handheld cameras which cap-
ture images for rendering immersive 360-degree views of nat-
ural scenes. Ideally, the virtual reality viewing experience
would incorporate depth cues such as binocular disparity, cor-
rect handling of occlusions, accomodation, and motion paral-
lax. When depth cues are omitted or the virtual reality ex-
perience otherwise conflicts with what is naturally expected,
immersion is reduced and discomfort can occur [1].

Most current systems for 360-degree capture of real-world
scenes support rendering of stereo views from a single van-
tagepoint. That is, while the viewer can view an entire sur-
rounding scene, the view is invariant to any lateral or verti-
cal head motion. Typically such systems consist of a ring of
outward facing cameras, such as the Google Jump [2], or the
Facebook Surround-3601. Other designs using rotating cam-
eras, and prisms or mirrors have also been devised [3–5], but
similarly constrain the viewer to the single vantagepoint, and
so do not incorporate motion parallax.

While techniques which support motion parallax rendering
exist, scene acquisition is more complicated than using a cam-
era rig, and the data format from which views are rendered
can be large and difficult to stream or compress. Such tech-

1https://facebook360.fb.com/facebook-surround-
360/

Figure 1. Image of the Facebook-360 camera rig2.

niques include rendering from images acquired from position-
ing a camera on concentric circles [6], or reconstructing a 3D
geometry from which to synthesize views. In each approach, a
large amount of data must be stored to render the views: many
images or an entire 3D geometry.

In this paper we propose to render stereo views of
a real-world scene with motion parallax using the Face-
book Surround-360 camera rig and a depth-augmented stereo
panorama (DASP), which consists of a texture and depth
panorama for each eye [7,8]. Although the Surround-360 con-
ventionally supports rendering views from only a single van-
tagepoint, we show that processing on the captured data can
produce a DASP, which supports rendering views for limited
head-motion range. Thus motion parallax rendering can be
achieved using a camera rig, and an easily compressible data
format.

In particular, we make the following contributions

� We render views with head-motion parallax from real-
world data captured with the Surround-360 camera rig.

� We create a real-time demo showing head-motion paral-
lax with a head-mounted display using data from a syn-
thetic DASP.

� We build a processing pipeline to render views with head-
motion parallax using data from the Surround-360.

2https://code.facebook.com/posts/
1755691291326688/introducing-facebook-surround-360-
an-open-high-quality-3d-360-video-capture-system/



Figure 2. Illustration of ODS rays tangent to the viewing circle. The
blue rays correspond to a right-eye view and the red rays correspond
to a left-eye view.

2. Related Work
In many cases, the design of a camera rig for 360-degree

scene capture is motivated by the intermediate format in which
the data are to be stored before a view is rendered. A com-
monly used format is omnidirectional stereo (ODS) [9, 10] ,
in which left-eye and right-eye panoramas are constructed in
an equirectangular projection and directly viewed by warping
each to a viewing sphere. Views can also be rendered from
concentric mosaics, or generated using novel view synthesis
techniques. Finally, other methods construct a 3D geometry
of a scene or use a depth-based representation to render views
from a range of viewpoints.

2.1. Overview of Omnidirectional Stereo

Omnidirectional stereo is a compact format for stereo 360-
degree viewing which consists of a left-eye and a right-eye tex-
ture panorama. The stereo image pairs are produced by cast-
ing rays from opposite sides of a circle whose diameter is the
interpupillary distance. The direction of the rays lies tangent
to the circle (referred to as the viewing circle), and each col-
umn in the panorama corresponds to a ray direction and thus
a different point on the viewing circle. Scene points at a non-
zero elevation angle are similarly projected, so the resulting
panoramas approximate a cylindrical projection. The left and
right eye rays are visualized in Fig. 2, where the tangential re-
lationship is illustrated. ODS is a convenient and simple-to-use
format for viewing 360-scenes because the content is already
rendered into stereo panoramas and is readily viewable.

Several camera rigs have been designed to capture natural
scenes for rendering in the ODS format. Among these are the
Google Jump camera [2] which consists of 16 outward fac-
ing cameras and a stitching pipeline designed to produce 360-
video in an ODS format. Facebook has also designed a similar
camera rig, the Surround-360, which incorporates 14 outward
facing cameras and upward and downward facing cameras to
produce ODS panoramas with a full 180-degree vertical field
of view3. Other methods have constructed stereo panoramas
using a multi-camera system with mirrors [3], though the ver-
tical field of view is only 60 degrees. Another systems uses a

3https://facebook360.fb.com/facebook-surround-
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vertical stereo baseline with two cameras and parabolic mirrors
to create stereo panoramas [5], and the system of Tanaka and
Tachi uses a single camera and a rotating mirror and prism rig
to create 360-degree stereo panoramas with a 60-degree verti-
cal field of view. [4]. Views captured for the ODS format with
these rigs do not directly support motion-parallax rendering,
however.

2.2. Concentric Mosiacs

While the ODS format does not directly support motion par-
allax rendering, other scene representations or image acquisi-
tion techniques can be used to render 360-degree views with
head-motion parallax. Views from multiple vantagepoints can
be directly acquired, as with concentric mosaics [6], or indi-
rectly acquired with novel view synthesis techniques.

Rendering with concentric mosaics uses images captured
by positioning a camera around concentric circles. Views for
positions within the region of concentric circles can be synthe-
sized by stitching together slits from the captured images to
approximate incoming rays corresponding to a desired view-
point [6]. Alternatively, given a set of images from disparate
viewpoints, novel views can be synthesized using deep net-
works [11], rather than directly acquired.

2.3. Depth-based Representations

Depth-based representations for rendering multiple views
include those of structure-from-motion approaches, which rely
on a moving camera, and free-viewpoint video, which uses
multiple cameras to estimate 3D geometry. One approach for
rendering 360-videos with 6 degree-of-freedom motion uses
input monoscopic 360-degree images to estimate the 3D ge-
ometry of a scene and then synthesizes stereo views for a
range of viewing positions [12]. Free-viewpoint videos use
synchronized cameras to reconstruct 3D geometry and enable
multiple-viewpoint viewing of a scene [13–16]. For such tech-
niques, the data representation before rendering can have a
large footprint, and so compression remains a challenge [15].

Another depth-based representation is that of DASP, which
consists of a stereo pair of texture and depth panoramas. The
stereo texture panoramas correspond to a conventional ODS
representation, except that light rays at increasing elevation
angles are mapped to eye positions in a shrinking viewing cir-
cle. This modified geometry enables points directly above the
viewing circle to be represented in the panorama, making it
more suitable for virtual reality than conventional ODS, where
such points are not represented.

Head-motion parallax can be rendered using DASP [7] by
creating the DASP representation using an extended stereo
baseline, which is equivalent to increasing the diameter of the
ODS viewing circle. The depth information and the extended
baseline enable viewpoint rendering for eye positions within
the extended viewing circle.

3. Methodology
To render views with motion parallax using the Surround-

360, we process the acquired images into the DASP representa-
tion and then synthesize stereo views for a given head position.



Figure 3. Illustration of the camera rig geometry from an overhead
view. The rig radius is given by R = 23 cm, the viewing circle radius
is r, the viewing radius angle is �, and the angle between the optical
axes of adjacent cameras is � = 25.7 degrees.

To construct the DASP we modify the open-source Surround-
360 processing pipeline4 to use an extended viewing circle and
to estimate the scene depth. Views are synthesized from the
DASP by projecting the points into 3D space and then warping
the point cloud onto the desired viewport.

3.1. Constructing the DASP

The Surround-360 camera rig is designed to render ODS
panoramas with an interpupillary distance of approximately
6.5 cm. Due to the geometry of the camera rig, the position-
ing of the cameras, and the camera field of view, the viewing
circle can be expanded to approximately 24 cm to enable head-
motion parallax within a horizontal motion range of approxi-
mately 10 - 15 cm.

3.1.1 Expanding the Viewing Circle

The Surround-360 has N = 14 side-looking cameras, each
with a 2 = 77-degree vertical and horizontal field of view and
resolution of 2048 � 2048 pixels. An overhead view of the rig
geometry is shown in Fig. 3, where the angle between adjacent
camera optical axes is � = 360

N
= 25:7 degrees, the viewing

radius angle is �, the viewing circle radius is r, and the camera
rig radius is R = 23 cm. We also have that sin(�) = r

R
.

Conceptually, a panorama is created by stitching together
slits from images acquired from all points on the camera rig
circle. Since there are only 14 points from which images are
directly acquired, other camera views are synthesized by in-
terpolating views between the nearest adjacent cameras using
optical flow. Fig. 4 shows images acquired by adjacent cam-
eras, the overlapping portion of the camera images, and the
slits used for the right and left-eye panoramas. The distance
between the slits depends on the viewing circle radius angle.
The locations of the slits move horizontally as the angle of the
optical axis of the synthesized virtual camera view shifts.

The images from adjacent cameras overlap by 2/3 and so the
width of the overlapping image segments is 2

3
�2 = 4

3
= 51.3

4https://github.com/facebook/Surround360
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Figure 4. Images for a camera pair and slit geometry used to construct
the stereo panorama. The top row shows images from adjacent side-
looking cameras whose optical axes are separated by angle �. Each
camera field of view is 2 = 77 degrees. Left and right-eye panoramas
are stitched together from the overlapping portions (bottom row) by
assembling slits from the left image, interpolated images, and the right
image, where the interpolated images represent camera views from
positions between the original views. The angular distance between
the right (blue line) and left-eye (red line) slits is given by 2�.

degrees. Since the location of the slits must lie within the field
of view of the overlapping images, we have that 2�+ � < 4

3
.

Note that since we have 14 cameras with a 77 degree field of
view, there is a three-fold overlap in the field of view between
cameras, or 14�77 � 3 �360. So we also have the relationship
that 2 = 3�. So we have that

� <
�

2
= 12:9 degrees: (1)

With the relationship sin(�) < r
R

and R = 23 cm, we have
r < 5:1 cm. The typical interpupillary distance is 6.5 cm, so
the maximum allowed motion within the viewing circle would
be less than 2 � 5:1� 6:5 = 3:7 cm. So using views from only
adjacent camera pairs results in a very small range of motion
parallax.

Alternatively, extra camera pairs can be used to synthesize
the slit views. In that case, we use the images from the next
adjacent cameras to the right and left and the so the overlapping
field of view is essentially doubled to 8

3
. In this case, we have

� <
3

2
� = 38:6 degrees: (2)

Using the same relationship, we are left with r < 14:3 cm
and a more useful head motion range of approximately 15:6
cm. In practice, however, r will be smaller due to edge discon-
tinuities and artifacts from view extrapolation with the extra



camera pairs. We find that r = 12 cm produces acceptable
results.

3.1.2 Stitching Pipeline

To simplify the task of assembling the left and right eye
panoramas from the acquired images, we use the open-source
Facebook algorithm, making alterations as necessary to enable
motion-parallax rendering. The algorithm, with our changes,
is summarized as follows. Each image is warped into a spheri-
cal projection using the known focal length of the camera, and
the optical flow between image pairs is computed. The camera
images are warped using the optical flow to assemble image
columns from the appropriate camera views into a panorama.
We also pass the optical flow values themselves through this
processing to construct a left-eye and right-eye flow panorama.

Some distortion results from stitching together columns
from the images in the spherical projection because each image
has the camera as the center of projection. Ideally, the spher-
ical projection would use depth estimation to place the center
of projection at the rig center, but the approximation is made
to simplify the stitching algorithm. In practice, the distortion
is small if the nearest objects to the camera rig are further than
five feet away [17].

Warping with optical flow is accomplished by assuming that
the angular distance between the virtual camera and real cam-
era varies linearly with the motion of a pixel along its flow
trajectory. If �1 and �2 are angular positions of adjacent cam-
eras on the rig and � j �1 < � < �2 is the position of the
virtual camera, a new optical flow vector is calculated for each
pixel as

 0 =
� � �1

�2 � �1
 ; (3)

where  is the original flow vector, and  0 is the new flow
vector used to warp pixels to compute the virtual camera view.
The above equation corresponds to warping from the �1 (left)
camera position. Virtual camera views are also synthesized
from the �2 (right) camera position, and after the image slits
are assembled for both left and right warping, they are merged
using alpha blending.

Note that as the viewing radius grows larger, it is possi-
ble that the slits required to construct the panorama are located
outside the field of view of the overlapping images from a cam-
era pair, as depicted in Fig. 5. In this case, we use the next ad-
jacent camera pair and corresponding flow to warp pixel value
back to the virtual camera position between the initial camera
pair. Here, we are extrapolating the camera views (not interpo-
lating) because the virtual camera lies outside the camera pair
used to compute the flow.

Slits from rendered camera positions corresponding to each
camera pair are concatenated together to form a chunk of
the final image panorama as illustrated in Fig. 6. For each
panorama chunk, views synthesized by warping the left and the
right camera images are merged together using alpha blend-
ing where slits rendered for a camera position further from the
initial camera position contribute less to the combined image.
Flow magnitude images are also stitched together in this fash-
ion as shown in Fig. 6, and the flow magnitude values are used

β
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Figure 5. Illustration of panorama stitching procedure with overlap-
ping image pairs shown for camera positions denoted by the red, blue,
and green-colored circles shown in an overhead view of the Surround-
360 in the bottom-most image. The slits for the left-eye (red vertical
line) and right-eye (blue vertical line) panoramas move horizontally
as the camera position for which views are synthesized shifts an an-
gular distance of �. As the slit moves outside the initial field of view
(into the red box), pixels from the blue-circle camera are warped using
the optical flow from the blue-circle, green-circle camera pair (middle
row of images) to synthesize slits from the appropriate camera views.

Figure 6. Illustration of how the rendered slits are combined into the
final panorama. The top row of six images show concatenated slits
from a left and right camera image pair where virtual camera views
are synthesized from the left image (1), the right image (2), and the
alpha-blended combined image (3). The corresponding flow images
are also shown (4,5,6). The combined view (3) forms a chunk of
the final left-eye panorama, indicated by the red box in the bottom
images.

as an approximation for disparity in the image pair in order to
compute scene depth.
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Figure 7. Coordinate system used to derive depth from disparity in
a spherical projection. C1 and C2 are the locations of two cameras
separated by an angular distance of �. A global coordinate system is
defined with respect to the center of the camera rig, and the two local
cartesian and spherical coordinate systems are defined.

3.1.3 Spherical Disparity to Depth

To construct the depth panorama, the disparity, given in spher-
ical coordinates, must be converted to a depth value. We con-
sider the problem in the coordinate system given by Fig. 7. We
define two camera positions C1 and C2, with the local Carte-
sian and spherical coordinate systems given as in the figure.
The global coordinate system is with respect to the center of
the rig. We wish to determine x and z as a function of the ele-
vation angle, �, and azimuthal disparity �� = �1 � �2 where
�1 = 0 and �2 = 0 are defined to be in the x direction of
the global coordinate system. If we assume that for each scene
point location x >> z and objects are relatively far away from
the camera (at least five feet), we can derive that

x =
2R sin �

j��j +
R

cos �

z =
tan �

cos �
(x cos � �R)

d =
p
x2 + z2;

where � is �
2

and R is the rig radius. An extended derivation is
provided in Appendix A.

3.2. Rendering with Motion Parallax

With the DASP representation, the left and right-eye
panorama pixels can be projected into 3D space using their
corresponding depth values, and a viewport can be rendered
as described in [7]. A target image plane is defined perpen-
dicular to the desired viewing direction for a given eye posi-
tion, and the depth values are projected onto the image plane.
The warped depth values are used to perform a lookup into
the texture panoramas and the textures are also mapped to the
image plane. While pixels with a smaller depth value are gen-
erally chosen as the rendered pixel value because objects with
a greater depth value are occluded, such an approach results
in flickering artifacts as frames are rendered for different head
positions because of inaccuracies in the depth estimates. To

mitigate artifacts in the image rendering due to differences in
the estimated depth from the left and right eye panoramas, the
final output image is calculated by smoothing out the boundary
where depth values from one view transition to being greater
than the other. 360-degree views with head motion can thus be
rendered while mitigating frame-to-frame artifacts.

4. Results

Views from DASPs for a synthetic scene and for a scene
captured with the Surround-360 are generated for varying head
positions and are shown in Fig. 8 for image pairs (A)-(E).
We also produce a real-time rendering of head-motion paral-
lax from the DASP for the synthetic scene.

The synthetic scene is rendered from a DASP with a stereo
baseline of 30 cm and is presented to illustrate performance
where scene depth is known. The Surround-360 scene is ob-
tained from the Surround-360 repository5 and views are ren-
dered from a 24-cm stereo baseline, which provides a good
tradeoff between range of head motion and the amount of ar-
tifacts in the scene resulting from inaccuracies in the optical
flow estimation. A quantitative evaluation of the performance
of DASP for motion parallax rendering in synthetic scenes is
performed in [7]. As we have no truth images for the natural
scene, only a subjective analysis of the results is performed in
this work.

For the synthetic scene the motion parallax effect is clearly
visible from the relative motion of the vertical poles in (A),
and the cones, toroids, and spheres in (B). The natural scene
shows the same parallax effect, where near objects exhibit a
larger horizontal shift relative to far objects for the horizontal
viewpoint translation.

The natural scene also shows some artifacts from the ren-
dering process. In (C) the specular reflections from the water
surface are not accurately reproduced in the rendering because
not all specular rays are captured by the camera rig. Addition-
ally, some artifacts result near image boundaries where depth
discontinuities exist due to the Surround-360 optical flow im-
plementation, which incorporates a smoothness assumption.
Such artifacts are especially noticeable near the boundary of
the chair and tree in (D). Using epipolar geometry and dispar-
ity estimation rather than optical flow is a potential solution to
improving the DASP depth estimates and removing or reduc-
ing such artifacts. Rendered videos are also included in the
supplementary material.

The optical flow estimation in the Surround-360 rendering
pipeline produces depth estimates that are inconsistent from
camera pair to camera pair and which are smoothed out at
sharp depth discontinuities. While careful warping of the tex-
ture panoramas can mitigate artifacts in the resulting rendered
views, the extra processing makes implementation on a GPU
for real-time rendering difficult. Instead, we render the syn-
thetic scene in real-time after using the DASP to create a mesh
from the scene. Each pixel in the DASP is projected into 3D
space, creating a point cloud, and the point cloud is converted
into a mesh format using a point cloud meshing software6. We

5https://github.com/facebook/Surround360
6http://sequoia.thinkboxsoftware.com/
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Figure 8. Monoscopic views rendered with motion parallax for head translation from left to right. Views for a synthetic scene are shown in (A)
and (B), with 30 cm horizontal translation.(B) has a downward viewing angle of 25 degrees. (C), (D), and (E) show a scene from the Surround-360
with 24 cm horizontal translation. The red bars are aligned with a near object (shrub in (C), white cooler in (D), and bystander’s shoes in (E)) and
the yellow bars are aligned with a far object (column in (C), tree in (D) and building chimney in (E)) to illustrate the parallax effect.

then render the mesh in Unity7 and view the scene using an
Oculus Rift DK28 headset. We are able to achieve 90 frames
per second running on an Intel Core i7 6700k with an Nvidia
GTX-980 Ti graphics card. A video for a single eye view is
included in the supplementary material.

5. Discussion
In summary, we demonstrate rendering with motion paral-

lax for natural scenes acquired with a Surround-360 camera
rig. The range of head-motion parallax that can be achieved de-
pends on the rig geometry, including the camera field of view,
and the radius of the circle on which the cameras are placed.
From optical flow computed in a spherical projection used by
the Surround-360 rendering pipeline, we compute per-pixel
depth estimates and produce depth-augmented stereo panora-
mas, which enable rendering with motion parallax. Views are
rendered from a synthetic DASP with known depth, and from
a DASP generated using data from the Surround-360.

5.1. Limitations

For the proposed system, motion parallax can be rendered
for head motion only along the horizontal plane. The quality
of the renderings deteriorates outside the field of view of the
side-looking cameras because areas near the poles do not have
full stereo coverage. Additionally, the range of head motion is
limited by the geometry of the camera rig, and is shown here
for a range of 24 cm. Though motion parallax in this range
of head motion provides a valuable depth cue, it is not suitable
for wide-range scene exploration. Finally, synthesizing DASPs
with a camera rig adds a layer of complexity beyond what is re-
quired for ODS panoramas in that depth estimation is required.

7https://madewith.unity.com/
8https://www.oculus.com/rift/

In many cases, though, optical flow or disparity estimation is
already performed for panorama stitching, so the task of depth
estimation is simplified. The quality of the rendered views de-
pends largely on the quality of the resulting depth map, how-
ever, and some artifacts are present in our results due to inac-
curate optical flow.

5.2. Future Work

The results shown for the Surround-360 can be improved
with a more accurate depth-estimation technique. In partic-
ular, knowledge of the rig geometry can be used for dispar-
ity estimation using the epipolar geometry. Additionally, fur-
ther work can be done to quantitatively evaluate views ren-
dered from the Surround-360 DASPs, where the ground truth
data is known. For this purpose, a calibrated scene or a syn-
thetic scene with a simulated Surround-360 acquisition process
would be required. Additionally, efforts could be made to per-
form motion parallax rendering on videos rather than single
frames.

6. Conclusion

While interest in capturing and viewing natural scenes in
VR is growing, a completely convincing VR experience which
incorporates all possible visual cues remains unrealized. Our
proposed system is a step towards improving existing 360-
degree camera rigs and the quality of the resulting VR expe-
rience. By incorporating motion parallax, the VR experience
can become more comfortable and convincing.
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A. Depth from Spherical Disparity

Based on the geometry defined in Fig. 7, we have the fol-
lowing condensed equations, e.g. writing ~y for ~y1 and ~y2, and
for� or�, the top sign indicates theC1 coordinate system and
the bottom sign indicates the C2 coordinate system.

~y = z

~x = �x sin � � y cos �

~z = �x cos � � y sin � +R

u =
~x

~z
f

v =
~y

~z
f

tan� =
u

f

tan � =
v

p
u2 + f2

;

where u and v are local pixel coordinates, � is the local az-
imuth angle, � is the local elevation angle, and f is the focal
length. Now we can write

~xf = u~z

) uR = (u cos � � f sin �)x+ (�f cos � � u sin �)y

assume x >> y

) uR = (u cos � � f sin �)x

) u1 = �u2:

To make the problem more tractable, here we assume that the
distance in x from the camera rig is much greater than the hor-
izontal displacement in y, since objects within the camera field
of view should generally follow this rule.

We can also write

v~z = f ~y

) vR = vx cos � � vy sin � + fz

assume x >> y

) vR = vx cos � + fz

) v1 = v2

) z =
v

f
(R� x cos �):

Now, subtracting for u2R from u1R gives

(u1 � u2)R = (u1 � u2)x cos � + 2fx sin �

) �uR = �ux cos � + 2fx sin �

) x =

�u
f
R

�u
f

cos � + 2 sin �
:

At this point, we wish to find �u
f

= u1�u2
f

. Recalling that
�1 = 0 and �2 = 0 are defined to point in the x = 0 direc-
tion, we have u1�u2

f
= tan(�1 � �)� tan(�2 � �) which we

approximate using the Taylor series representation.

�u

f
= tan(�1 � �)� tan(�2 � �)

� � tan � +
�1

cos2 �
� tan � � �2

cos2 �

= �2 tan � + ��

cos2 �

Substituting back into the expression for x yields

x = �2R sin �

��
+

R

cos �

=
2R sin �

j��j +
R

cos �

Where the second step follows from the coordinate system ge-
ometry, where �� is always negative. The first term corre-
sponds to a baseline divided by disparity, and the second term
is an offset from the rig center along the x-axis.

From the above equations, we derived that

z =
v

f
(x cos � �R):

We also had that

tan � =
v

p
u2 + f2

tan� =
u

f
:

Hence we also have

cos� =
f

p
u2 + f2

) tan � =
v

f
cos�

) v

f
=

tan �

cos�
:

Here, each � value depends on the orientation of each camera
position used to synthesize the panoramas; however, if objects
are relatively far away from the camera, we can assume that
� is on the order of �� = �12:9 degrees, such that cos� �
1. The depth is given by

p
x2 + z2 and so for x >> z, this

approximation does not affect the depth values significantly.
So we approximate the expression for z as

z � tan �

cos �
(x cos � �R)


